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NControl (MC)

TRANSMISSION PLAYLISTS WITH MASTER CONTROL
INTERFACE
NControl (MC) transmission playlists are the central cog in the NVerzion
automated playout offering and can interface with master control and/or
routing switchers for seamless on-air scheduling.
Using built-in features to interface with a variety of master control switchers
across a serial connection, NControl (MC) fires relays and triggers different
switches to control all of a master control switcher’s activities while also
managing, and airing, video tape or server-stored content. The system supports
multiple playlists for continuous playout directly from the master playlist, or
from lists built in advance by the network-attached traffic system.
NControl, conversely, controls only the router output and manages playout of
live video or control of applications/devices connected to the network.
Both NControl and NControl (MC) support multiple playlists for continuous
playout. The lists can be built in advance using a connected traffic system or
directly from the master playlist. Users may also choose to control secondary
events, such as audio playback devices for voiceovers, downstream keyers, logo
inserters, and more — all from within the playlist.
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NControl Monitor
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PLAYLIST MONITORING APPLICATION
Features:
• Generates as-run logs for traffic
system and reconciliation
• Modular architecture provides
flexibility and expandability
• Single server playlists or full
station control supported
• Built-in playlist editor
Benefits:
• Playlist allows for modification to
the list at the time of
transmission
• Recalculates schedule time
remaining on the fly, as changes
are made
• Convenient cut, copy and paste
editing enabled within the
playlist, or even between
multiple playlists

The NControl Monitor monitoring software creates an ultra-convenient
graphical display of your operation’s schedules when its managed by NVerzion's
NControl playlists. With the capability of displaying up to 32 NControl
schedules, the flexible NControl Monitor provides an at-a-glance view of every
schedule in your workflow.
NControl schedules can be configured to display the On-Air schedule’s current
time position and duration of what is currently playing from the convenient
NControl Monitor dashboard. The configurable time line shows what's next to
air in a Gantt type view similar to that of a TV Guide. Missing material, and
certain other errors, are indicted in a warning color. An optional name, or icon,
can be added to help identify the channel.
A tab window allows you to choose one of the schedules being monitored and
allows the same access to status, schedule names, editing and control as you'd
have sitting at the NControl terminal.
Especially useful for centralcasting applications, where multiple playlists can be
monitored, and managed using a single NControl Monitor installation.

Features:
• Graphic representation of
multiple schedules
• Convenient and critical operator
alerts
• Simple configuration interface
• Edit and control remote NControl
workstations
Benefits:
• Monitor all of your playlist
schedules from one screen
• At-a-glance scheduling
information for your entire
operation
• Can monitor up to 32 NControl
schedules at once
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